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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball
joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power
steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic
or air suspension. Repaired by replacing front struts. Failure was sudden like a tire blowout ,
rendering vehicle undrivable and requiring tow. Annoying, but this is the only major problem
this car yet has had in 4 years of ownership - knock on wood". Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
The dealer was unable to diagnose the problem and keep returning the vehicle with the problem
unresolved. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. I have had this checked with the dealer as well as an independent
mechanic, and neither can find anything to replace. Annoying, but oh well. They eventually
came on but later that night they acted up again. The problem has not happened again. I had to
have the thermostat assembly replaced as well as a heater valve. C ;iquid leaking-as fuxed by
the MB dealer". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or
ping, oil leaks. It has been services regularly at dealer ever 5, miles, though service manual
specifies 10, For a vehicle driver primarily on local highways and interstates and this well
maintained it should not have had all motor mounts replaced. Had to replace inspection ports
and oil sender. Smell made it's way into cabin". The engine had to be completely disassembled
to access to oil cooler which was very expensive. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Electrical problem, wanted to charge 5k to
replace". Fortunately this was a known issue and was covered under a special extended
warranty. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor
or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. I attempted to drive to the nearest gas station. I
did not make it. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. The hose from the PCV separator is not firmly
attached to the intake but simply inserted into a tube in the turbo intake, and when it comes
loose as it will, it floods the flap motor killing it. The first two failures on the other hand were for
other different oil leaks. It seems like this device is really acting like a wear item and it shouldn't
be. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. But he will not tell me if this is covered by my warrantee". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Likely due to aging bushing on the rear
suspension system. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. Dealer did nothing. The engine in the car has done well but everything else is
a nightmare. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used The Mercedes-Benz E is a delight to drive. It feels
reassuringly solid and offers an inviting blend of luxury and practicality. The E provides
excellent ride comfort and agile handling, along with a beautifully constructed and roomy
interior featuring supportive seats as well as good outward visibility. Still though, we found
some controls to be overly complicated. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates

that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Annoying, but this
is the only major problem this car yet has had in 4 years of ownership - knock on wood"
Anonymous, MO Mercedes-Benz E-Class E 3. Exterior lights other than headlights "Every time I
turn the headlights on I get a message from the computer that the left license plate area light is
out and then I get a second message that the right one is out. C ;iquid leaking-as fuxed by the
MB dealer" Robert F. Engine mounts "This vehicle is an 11 year old, 6 cylinder diesel sedan with
total of 75, original miles. Smell made it's way into cabin" M D. Alternator "When the engine
emergency light came on I didn't know I should immediately pull over. Overheating "The engine
blew up. Differential "I have a low rumbling noise and the Mercedes dealer where I purchased
the car drove the vehicle and told me that he thinks that the differential probably needs to be
replaced. Transmission leaks "It was a rear end leak" Thomas D. Squeaks or rattles "Rattles
from the rear compartment. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "The seats starting
tearing at 43k. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura TL. Cadillac CTS.
Hyundai Genesis. Lexus ES. Mercedes-Benz E-Class. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. A detached glass panel can
separate from the vehicle and become a road hazard, increasing the risk of a crash. Read Recall
Details. MBUSA is recalling certain vehicles. The bonding between the glass panel and the
sliding roof frame may deteriorate, possibly resulting in the glass panel detaching from the
vehicle. What should you do:. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the glass
panel bonding and replace the sliding roof, as necessary, free of charge. The recall began July
10, MBUSA's number for this recall is Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. I purchased this beautiful Cadillac from Champion
and the experience was easy, hassle free, and pleasurable. They started with a great price,
found me good financing then better financing. When the car was picked up they noticed a
small issue and repaired it right there. The warranty, payments and detailing of the vehicle were
impeccable. I do not write reviews often, but seriously felt compelled to say this was the best
experience I have EVER had buying a car. Komal Snait is an excellent car salesman and
financial advisor, very experienced, knowledgeable, and easy to communicate with. He went
into depth with all the details on financing and loan options. He did not hide any details about
the purchase. Also, I came back to Champion Used Auto Sales to finalize the deal and he
offered financial advice on paying off the loan early. Would highly recommend the dealer and
Komal to anyone in the market for a used car. While looking for vehicles online, I came across
the Accord this dealership had listed on Cargurus. It had the vehicle listed with no accidents
reported. Explains the real reason why the vehicle is listed so cheap. The staff was friendly,
helpful, honest and no pressure whatsoever. We got a great value and left there feeling like we
made friends and we are part of the family. We highly recommend Top Gun Auto Sales! Lied and
said it was sold had my women call and they said it was available so they gave me the run
around would not recommend they are true snakes and liars. The car was almost impeccable to
be a used vehicle with no accidents. Thank you 1st Klass Auto! The reading he mentioned and
the reflected on the vehicle is different. He posted pictures which are good only and the vehicle
smells bad inside. Responded quickly, unfortunately the F sold almost immediately. Staff was
friendly and helpful. I can't say enough about my purchase of this F Victor Falcon was a delight
to work with putting together this out of state sale. He arranged the transport of the Ferrari and
my Benz. Nice car to try out and drive. People who work there were helpful and knowledgeable.
Laura was awesome and has been great with following up and working with me. It's been
awesome. This is a great car lot. They have a lot of nice vehicles, and will do there best to get u
in one of them. I had I great experience with them. The owner told me that a ticking in the engine
was normal. There was a dent on the passenger side. The paint was chipping off and starting to
rust. He argued that it wasn't rust. Even though you could clearly see that it was. I will not go
back to look at any other cars!! Yes I was contacted by this dealership and they answered my
questions and they were very polite thank you. Absolutely love my new car!!!! Outstanding
customer service so happy with my new purchase!!! Love the car, Love the dealership! The
Mercedes-Benz E-Class sedans and wagons continue to rank at or near the top of their class in
a number of categories, including performance, interior features, ride, and handling, and come
equipped with a few new features for '09 that make them even more desirable. The E-Class
loses a step to its competition when it comes to safety ratings, and taller adults will find the
back seats of E-Class sedans and wagons surprisingly tight when it comes to legroom. The
Mercedes-Benz E-Class sets the standard for the large luxury car class, combining attractive

styling, amazing performance, and the luxurious interiors owners have come to expect from the
German automaker. Although Mercedes trips up a bit when it comes to safety, and the sedans
and wagons exhibit a bit of body lean in tight corners, the E-Class still excels in just about every
way, although owners will have to pay a hefty price for all that German engineering. The E-Class
gets sporty for The Sport Package, which drivers can add to E or E sedans at no extra cost,
includes aggressive sport body-styling, a sport steering wheel with shift paddles, and inch AMG
five-spoke wheels. All E-Class vehicles receive a single-feed 6-CD changer and a revamped
COMAND Cockpit Management and Data entertainment and information system, which
integrates audio, video, and optional navigation functions, and now includes Bluetooth
connectivity for hands-free calling. In addition, Mercedes adds a larger 4-gigabyte hard drive to
the E-Class's optional navigation system. Drivers can now add Mercedes' 4Matic all-wheel-drive
system to E-Class sedans at no additional cost, and the standard E-Class sedan receives new
seven-spoke, inch wheels with all-season performance tires. In addition, Mercedes adds Sirius
satellite radio as a standard feature. As in previous years, drivers can choose from a range of
E-Class vehicles with a variety of powerplants and upgrade options. In addition, Mercedes now
offers its diesel-powered E BlueTec sedan in all 50 states previously it was available in about 45
states. All E-Class sedans seat five passengers, while the wagons seat seven passengers. The
E-Class's base 3. This double-overhead-cam engine features continuously variable timing,
which helps it develop lb-ft of peak torque at 2, to 5, RPM for aggressive acceleration and
instant response when the driver steps on the gas pedal. For those who prefer more power, a
hp, 5. The V8 provides 75 percent of peak torque at just 1, RPM, which helps these sedans leap
off the mark and dash from 0 to 60 mph in just 5. The lightweight cast aluminum engine was
designed for both performance and durability, as well as a smooth delivery of power, according
to Mercedes. The V8 engine links to a seven-speed automatic transmission with Touch Shift,
which enables drivers to shift manually. For the top-of-the-line E63 AMG sedan and wagon, a 6.
With all that power and torque, the E63 roars from 0 to 60 in just 4. The engine links to a
seven-speed AMG 7G-tronic automatic transmission with fingertip shift paddles located on the
steering wheel, so drivers can manually shift gears when desired. Those who prefer a more
fuel-efficient vehicle can opt for the E BlueTec sedan, with its 3. The system includes a
four-wheel electronic traction control system, which reduces engine power and applies
individual brakes as needed when it detects wheel slippage to help drivers maintain control of
the vehicle. As you'd probably expect, the E-Class's ride and handling rank near the top of its
class. Some reviewers give higher marks to the BMW 5-Series when it comes to handling in
tight corners, partially because the E-Class tends to display some body lean when pressed hard
on twisty roads. However, the E-Class's overall combination of luxury, balance, and
performance make it a true winner. For a heavy car, the E-Class handles with precision and
agility, thanks to speed-sensitive rack-and-pinion steering and a slightly firm suspension, which
features double wishbone design and gas shock absorbers in the front and an independent
five-arm multilink suspension in the rear. It also delivers the classic Mercedes smooth ride,
gliding down the highway with ease. The E trims ride on inch wheels, while the E and E63 trims
receive inch wheels, which also help to improve ride and handling. All the E-Class engines,
including the entry-level V6 and the BlueTec diesel, provide impressive performance and
acceleration, but the big V8s give the E-Class vehicles an extra kick into the stratosphere,
making for a confident and even exhilarating driving experience. Inside, the E-Class pampers,
with comfortable seats that make long journeys easy to endure. However, many reviewers and
owners find the back seat surprisingly tight for a car of the E-Class's size, and taller occupants
will find legroom tight. Other surprises: a smallish trunk and limited interior storage spaces. The
E63 sedan and wagon come equipped with an AMG-calibrated Airmatic Semi-Active Air
Suspension, which adjusts the air spring tuning automatically, depending on the driving
situation, to ensure optimal handling and a comfortable ride. Inside the cabin, the E-Class leads
the way when it comes to comfort and luxury amenities. Leather interior trim and wood accents
on the doors, dashboard, and center console contribute to an upscale feel. While leather seats
remain optional for the E trims they receive MB-Tex simulated leather as standard seating
material , the E comes equipped with standard leather seats, while the E63 receives Nappa
leather seats with Alcantara cloth inserts. All trims also come equipped with power-adjustable
front seats and headrests with memory, dual-zone automatic climate control, a power
tilt-and-slide glass sunroof, a power sunshade for the roof, and a speaker, watt audio system
with speed-sensitive volume, a six-disc CD changer, and an MP3 input jack located in the center
console. The E63 trims add a six-month subscription to Sirius satellite radio. The E63 sedan and
wagon come equipped with a number of additional features designed by AMG, the in-house
sport tuner for Mercedes. Sport seats, an ergonomic sport steering wheel, brushed stainless
steel sports pedals with black rubber pads, and an AMG instrument cluster all come standard.

Owners can add heated seats as an option. Other options include a power rear window
sunshade, an electronic trunk lid, and a GPS navigation system with voice activation. The
E-Class sedan trims offer Although the E-Class comes well-equipped with safety equipment, it
received a few nicks when it comes to safety ratings. While it received a five-star rating, the
highest possible, from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration for protecting
occupants from injury in the event of side impacts, it received only a four-star rating for frontal
impacts. Alternatively, while the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the E-Class a
top rating of Good for frontal impacts, it gave the vehicles only a classification of Acceptable for
side impacts. All E-Class vehicles include the Pre-Safe system, which automatically closes the
windows, adjusts seat belts, and positions the front passenger seat for optimal airbag
deployment if it detects a potential emergency situation. Other standard safety features for all
E-Class trims include all-speed traction control, antilock brakes, a night security illumination
system, and a full range of airbags, including side curtain airbags. Owners give the E-Class
good marks for its solid build, smooth ride, good performance, and careful attention to detail
common in many cars from the German automaker. In addition, many owners note the relatively
good fuel economy they get from the E-Class. The car doesn't feel heavy, according to owners,
and handles well. Some are disappointed by the level of road noise that enters the cabin,
however, and others find fault with dashboard controls, which at first can be complicated to
operate. CarGurus owners agree that the E-Class's exterior styling and performance, as well as
its sound system, are at the top of its class, but find fault with the navigation system. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: jmiller CarGurus Pay. Authorized Mercedes-Benz
Dealer. Private Seller: Milorad. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

